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      The gap between Old calendar                                     and Solar calendar
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Japan has some events every season. However, the events are held by using the lunar calendar, so it cause gap between old calendar and solar calendar.This topic will show you that why Japan still use the lunar calendar when events are held.
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January 1st  人日January 1st, people in Japan eat porridge with seven herbs. The porridge is called "Nanakusa-gayu".However, the Nanakusa-gayu day is held according to the lunar calendar, so it is still winter. The seven herbs grow in spring, so there is gap between the 人日(eating Nanakusa gayu day) and solar calendar.
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March 3rd   Hinamatsuri(Doll festival)Hinamarsuri is a day to pray for the health and happiness of young girls.Hinamatsuri is also called "Momo no Sekku" which means peach blossom festival. However, there is gap between the solar calendar and the luna calendar, so we cannot see peach blossoms around March 3rd.
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May 5th Boy's festivalBoy's festival is a day to pray for health and happiness for young boys.While the Girl's Festival is known as Momo no seku the Boy's Festival is called "Tango no seku".
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July 7th Tanabata(The Star Festival)Tanabata is an event that originated from the legend of two stars called Ori-hime and Hiko-boshi. It is held on July 7th every year.On this day, many people pray for good weather on July 7th, because if it rains, Orihime and Hikoboshi will not be able to meet up due to the rising water levels of Ama-no-gawa.However, on the solar calendar, it is the rainy season at this time of year, so it is difficult for Orihime and Hikoboshi to meet together.On the lunar calendar, the season is not rainy season, so we can celebrate reunion of Orihime and Hikoboshi.Tanabata has also gap between the solar calendar and lunar calendar.
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September 9th Choyo(The Chrysanthemum Festival)September 9th is known as the Choyo Festival or the Chrysanthemum Festival.The Imperial Court used to hold a banquet for chrysanthemum viewing on the day of the Chrysanthemum (Choyo) Festival. Today, chrysanthemum doll exhibitions and chrysanthemum flower shows take place in many places throughout Japan around September 9th.However, on the solar calendar, the climate is so hot and it is difficult to see chrysanthemum at this time of every year.The problem that we cannot see chrysanthemum even September 9th is the chrysanthemum festival is also caused by the gap between the solar calendar and lunar calendar.
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We live with a gap because of the solar calendarBecause of the calendar revision in Meiji era, Japan has been using the solar calendar since Meiji era.Before the calendar revision, people lived along with the balance of the sun and the moon. This balance has be lost since we adopt the solar calendar system. In addition to that, we made a gap between the solar calendar and the lunar calendar, so the events that is held according to the lunar calendar do not fit with the solar calendar.
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The relationship between moon and mankindThe phases of the moon cause the tides. Therefore, the people who have a relationship with the sea can guess the shape of the moon by seeing the sea.Mankind is made up 70% of water, in addition, the component of the water is almost same as the sea.  Therefore, we are also influenced by the phases of the moon.We have to reconsider the merit of the lunar calendar.
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